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O Q T I

We address a number of issues related to the production of strangeness in high energy
heavy ion collisions, including the possibility that stable states of multi-strange hyperonic
or quark matter might exist, and the prospects that such objects may be created and
detected in the laboratory. We make use of events generated by the cascade code ARC
to estimate the rapidity distribution dN/dy of strange clusters produced in Si+Au and
Au+Au collisions at AGS energies. These calculations are performed in a simple coalescence model, which yields a consistent description of the existing data on non-strange
cluster (d, 3He, 3H, 4He) production at these energies. If a doubly strange, weakly bound
A A dibaryon exists, we find that it is produced rather copiously in Au+Au collisions, with
dN/dy ~ 0.1 at mid-rapidity. If one adds another non-strange or strange baryon to a cluster, the production rate decreases by roughly one or two orders of magnitude, respectively.
For instance, we predict that the hypernurleas /JjRe should have dN/dy ~ 5 x 10~6 for
Au+Au central collisions. It should be possible to measure the successive A - • px~ weak
decays of this object. We comment on the possibility that conventional multi-strange
hypernuclei may serve as "doorway states" for the production of stable configurations of
strange quark matter, if such states exist.

1. Introduction and Motivation
There are a number of motivations for the study of multi-strange matter. For instance, one would like to explore the role of the strangeness degree of freedom in baryonbaryon interactions. Most of our empirical knowledge relates to the properties of the
nucleon-nucleon system, with more rudimentary information on the AJV interaction from
the analysis of hypernuclear spectroscopy,1*2 and a hint of an attractive AA matrix element from the very sparse data on double hypernuclei.3 The existing NN, AN and EJV
scattering data can be accommodated in a conventional meson exchange picture in which
SU(3) symmetry relations are applied to meson-baryon coupling constants, and SU(3) is
broken through the use of observed masses for the exchanged mesons.4*5 However, the
lack of any data on spin observables for hyperon-nucleon scattering renders this prescription non-unique. For instance, the approach of the Bonn-Julich group 6 is to impose the
stronger constraints of SU(6) symmetry on the coupling constraints; the data can still be
reproduced by suitable adjustments in the short range behavior of the potentials. Thus
the question of the degree to which SU(3) symmetry is broken, and the mechanism for this
breaking, remains somewhat open. To extend our knowledge of baryon-baryon forces to

the hyperon-hyperon sector (AA, HA), it is necessary to obtain information on the binding
energies of multi-hyperon systems, since the corresponding scattering experiments are not
feasible. Relativiatic heavy ion collisions offer the only practical method to produce multistrange bound systems, since a bath of several dozen A's, S's and E's typically results from
an encounter at low impact parameter.
Strangeness is also crucial in distinguishing between various approaches to non-perturbative QCD. For instance, there are several "QCD-inspired" models which yield substantially equivalent results for the strange and non-strange baryon spectra, but differ comRteWY'.jn their predictions for the stability of strange dibaryons. For instance, Jaffe7
- predicts'* a-stable strangeness S — —2 dibaryon with Jx = 0 + , I = 0 (the H) on the basis
of the Bag Model, while Kunz and Mulders8 and Kopeliovich et a/.9 use alternate versions
v
*bf the Skyrme model to arrive at dramatically different conclusions. For instance, Kopeliovich9 obtains a S~S~ bound state (JSo, 1 = 2) which might even be stable against first
order weak decay. As we indicate later, if any such stable strange dibaryons exist, they
should be produced at measurable rates in heavy ion collisions at the AGS.
Another basic question is whether there exist two branches of strange matter, one composed of bound nucleons and hyperons, and another composed of a mixture of strange and
non-strange quarks bound together in a single large bag (the "strangelets" of Witten 10
and Farhi/Jaffe11). Using mean field theory,12"15 one can confidently predict the existence
of the first branch, based on a reasonable extrapolation of known NN and AN interactions, and some fragmentary information on the AA and EN systems. This extrapolation
yields systems which are stable in the bulk limit (A —>• oo), with charge Z/A —> 0, large
strangeness \S\/A ~ 0.5 — 1, densities p cz 2po (po = nuclear matter density) and binding
energy per baryon EB/A ~ 10 — 40 MeV. These conventional hyperonic systems share all
the properties of "strangelets",10'11 except EB/A. For hyperonic matter, EB/A is limited
by the depths of the mean fields (~ 30 MeV for a A in a nucleus, for instance), which
are much smaller than the A — N mass difference m\ — mjy ~ 175 MeV. Thus bound
multi-hyperon systems will always enjoy the possibility of weak decays, dominantly via
non-mesonic processes AiV -+ NN, AA —• AJV, etc. The hypothetical "strangelets", on
the other hand, might conceivably be stable even against weak decays. There are a number
of experiments underway to search for long-lived "strangelets", the most sensitive of which
is E864 at the AGS,16 which offers a sensitivity of ~ 3 x 10~ H per collision. There has
been much less emphasis on searches for multistrange objects with weak lifetimes of order
T\ ~ 260 psec. We argue here that such searches are also worthwhile, since these conven:
tional hyperonic systems can be produced with observable rates, at least for email A. If
such systems are observed through weak decays, one obtains a constraint on the existence
of a "second branch" of deeply bound strange states (for example, the observation of ^ H e
weak decays constrains the allowed mass range oi the putative H dibaryon, which could
be produced via the strong process ^ H e —•4 He + H).
2. Multi—strange Hyperonic Systems
The lightest bound strange objects are of greatest interest from the point of view of
their production in heavy ion collisions. The lightest S = — 1 hypernucleus is j[H (A + d),
followed by jjH, j{He and j?He. For 5 = - 2 , the lightest bound system is likely to be ^ H ,
although this is not certain, followed by AjyH, ^ H e and ^ H e . We will focus on some of
these systems in our later coalescence estimates. From the known well depth VX « 28

MeV for a A in nuclear matter,2 we know that a A first binds in a p-state for an A = 12
core (^C). Due to the Pauli principle, a third A cannot occupy the s-state, and hence 3^Z
systems will be unstable with respect to A emission for A £> 13. As we see later, systems
like j^C and heavier will not be produced with observable rates in heavy ion collisions, at
least via the coalescence process envisaged here.
A relevant question is the following: What is the lightest system containing a E hyperon
which is likely to be stable against strong decay? Normally, one would expect a E to
encounter a nucleon, and convert strongly to two A's. In free space, the energy release
would be
Qop ( E > -> AA) = 28 MeV
Qon (E°n -> AA) = 23 MeV

(1)

In a nuclear medium, however, binding effects and Pauli blocking can change this conclusion. For instance, consider the system _Q 7He (E° + 2A + 4 He). Since the Is A shell is
occupied, the additional A's produced in (1) must be ejected into the continuum. The Q
value for the strong decay _o. jHe —* 2A + ^ H e is th<?n
QvQon-

Bn (4He) - B5o + 2 (B A (4He) - BA {pie))

(2)

where we have assumed that the AA interaction is about the same in AA^
AA
4
4
note that the sizeable binding energy B n ( He) ~ 20.6 MeV of a neutron in He largely
cancels out the free space Q-value, and we find
Q ~ 1.17 MeV - B5o

(3)

For a Woods-Saxon potential with radius R — TQA1/3 (r 0 = 1.3 fin), a modest well depth
V= > 18 MeV will produce a binding energy B-=o > 1.2 MeV, and hence stabilize the
_0A jHe system. These considerations are given in more detail in Ref. 14, where it is shown
that _.o. jHe is likely to be the lightest stable system containing a E hyperon.
A 2 hyperon, on the other hand, cannot be stabilized by binding and Pauli effects
against T,N -* AN conversion, since Q(SJV —• A.N) « 75 — 80 MeV considerably exceeds
the S, A and JV well depths. However, one can evade strong decay in some cases because
of charge conservation, for instance by considering composites of {S~nE~}, {S + pE 0 },
{AS~n}, {AE°p}, and {AS~S°j. A possible S~S~ bound dibaryon falls in this class of
objects.
A few words are in order considering the possible existence of a weakly bound S = — 2
dibaryon. This would be a deuteron-like object, rather than the deeply bound H dibaryon
proposed by Jaffe7, which corresponds to a six quark SU(3) singlet. From the three AA
hypernuclear events observed in emulsion experiments,17 one extracts a strongly attractive
AA interaction matrix element in the ^ o state of
V A A * - ( 4 - 5 ) MeV

(4)

This is to be compared to the 1So matrix elements V\N ~ —(2—3) MeV and Vjvjy ~ —(6—8)
MeV. Although it is known that there is no two-body A.N bound state, the possibility
of binding arises for A A because of the stronger attraction and the larger mass, which
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Figure 1: Energy per particle El A relative to the nucleon mass mjy as
a function of strangeness \S\ for a multi-A hyprnucleus and for a droplet
of strange quark matter, both with Z = 82, A = 208. The hypernuclear
binding was estimated in mean field theory12 and the strangelet energy was
obtained from the Berger-Jaffe mass formula with to = 900 MeV, ma = 150
MeV.
decreases the kinetic energy. Assuming such a AA state exists, it will be copiously produced
in heavy ion collisions, and it should be detectable through its 2(pz~) weak decay mode.

3. Multi—hyperon States as "doorways" to Strange Quark Matter
A mass formula for "strangelets" has been proposed by Berger and Jaffe.18 It assumes
the form
E(A,S,Z)=-

A

' - " 2/3 '
A1*3

C2

(Z~

(5)

where the constants €, can be related to the Bag constant B and the strange quark mass
ms. A similar expression, an extension of the familiar Bethe-Weizsacker mass formula, has
recently been constructed for hyperonic matter.15 For strange quark matter, E/A displays
a minimum for strangeness S = 5mini for fixed Z and A. For Z = 82, A = 208, this
behavior is shown in Fig. 1 (taken from Ref. 19) for typical parameters eo = 900 MeV,
m s = 150 MeV. Consider now a conventional hypernucleus ^yPb, in which n neutrons axe
replaced by A's.12>13 For this system, E/A is minimum for 5 = 0. As seen in Fig. 1, the
two branches, namely hyperonic matter and strange quark matter, will cross at some value
of S. This crossing depends strongly on the value of CQ, which is essentially unknown.
In Fig. 1, there is an appreciable region of 5 where E/A < mjy, i.e., these strange quark
systems are stable against weak as well as strong decay. This would of course be somewhat
of a miracle!
Now suppose that a crossing of the two branches of strange matter occurs at a small
value of A, in the region which is experimentally accessible with heavy ion reactions. As
an example, consider again the system _0 *He . We have argued that this object cannot
decay strongly, so we anticipate that it will decay weakly with r ~ T ^ / 3 . This argument
holds unless there exists a stable state of strange quark matter of similar A, which would
be populated by strong decays, for example
+

^ jHe -+ K

+X

(6)

where X is an A = 7, 5 = - 5 , Z = 1 strangelet with typical ratios \S\/A ~ 0.7, Z/A ~ 0.1,
which we assume to have a mass of order 7m# (i.e., absolutely stable). Neglecting binding
effects, we then have
M (=oA]He) - M (X) ~ m=o + 2mA - 3mN ~ 730 MeV

(7)

Thus there is sufficient energy for the emission of a K+ in reaction (6). We see that the
hypernucleus =0 A?He serves as a "doorway state" for the production of the strangelet X.
On the other hand, if the weak decay of the =0 jRe is seen, it would appear to rule out
the existence of X, at least in a certain mass regime. This argument assumes that the
strong process (6) proceeds much faster than weak decay. The strong lifetime depends on
the spatial overlap between the =0 .!He state, which consists of quarks localized in baryons
(three quark clusters) and X, in which each quark roams in a single large bag. However,
both systems have a density p ~ 2po, so this distinction is not clear. It is possible that
this spatial overlap factor is sufficiently small so that strong and weak decay lifetimes of
_oAjHe become comparable. It is clearly necessary to provide some rough estimates of this
suppression factor before the lifetime argument can be applied to eliminate X.
4. Coalescence Estimates of Strange Cluster Formation
There are several possibilities for producing bound strange clusters in relativistic heavy
ion collisions. One hypothesis consists of assuming that quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is
formed in the collision, and then adopting some hadronization scenario20"23 to produce
strange matter. For instance, Greiner and Stocker20 consider a "strangeness distillation"
mechanism in which a QGP droplet radiates K+ and K° mesons (i.e., s quarks), leading to
an enrichment of the s quark content of the fragment. These droplets can cool down to form
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Figure 2: Proton and deuteron rapidity distributions dN/dy for Si+Au
collisions at 14 GeV/A. The E802 data for protons27 are shown as open
circles, while the E802 deuteron data 28 corresponds to the open square.
The "7% TMA" data refers to central collisions with the highest 7% of
multiplicity. The ARC calculations25 for the proton spectrum (solid circles)
were done with an impact parameter 6 = 2 fm. The solid squares represent
the ARC coalescence results for deuterons based on Eq. (11), using the
parameters given in Table 1.

strangelets of baxyon number A ~ 10 - 30, with charge Z/A ~ -0.1 (i.e. large strangeness
\S\/A > 1)- Shaw and his collaborators21'22 have made more schematic estimates in which
the production probability P(A, Z) of strangelets per collision event is written as

(8)
in which PQGP> PA> a^d Pcool aie * n e probabilities for producing QGP in a collision, assembling a cluster of baryon number .4, and cooling a cluster to the ground state, respectively.
We sum over the strangeness S of clusters corresponding to bound states. It is assumed,
somewhat arbitrarily, that PQGP = 0.1, PA = A/2A},eam, Pcool = c/A, with c = 6 x 10~2
for collisions at 15 GeV/A, and

(9)
n,.
The functions P(nu>3) are Poisson distributions which specify the deviations from the
average initial strangeness (|S|/A ~ 0.1 — 0.2) and charge of the droplet. That is, the idea
is to build up the strangeness 5 and lower the charge Z by fluctuations from these starting
values. Taking eo = 880 MeV, ms = 150 MeV in a Berger-Joffe strangelet mass formula,
Crawford et al22 estimate

{

2 x 10"9

(A=10, Z=-l)

7xlO-9
(A=10,Z=l)
u
2
x
l
0
"
(A=20,Z=-l)
for Au+Au collisions at AGS energies. Thus in a very high sensitivity experiment such as
u
8 x 10"
(A=20,
E864,16 it would be possible to detect stable
strangelets
upZ=l)
to A ~ 20.
We mention these rather crude quark estimates to emphasize the point that the predicted rates 21 ' 22 of formation of strangelets from QGP are many orders of magnitude larger
(for fixed A, Z, 5) than the estimates we now present based on the coalescence model. Thus
coalescence provides a rather conservative approach which probably represents a lower limit
for strangelet production, and a realistic estimate for light single and multiply-strange hypernuclei. That is, if deeply bound strangelets exist, they could be formed at earlier stages
of the collision, and not be broken up again by subsequent interactions. The coalescence
picture, on the other hand, is appropriate for rather weakly bound clusters, which are
formed late in the collision process, at "freezeout".
The preliminary results of the coalescence calculations shown here were obtained24
using events for Si+Au and Au+Au collisions at AGS energies generated by the cascade
code ARC,25'26 due to Pang, Schlagel and Kahana. ARC yields phase space densities of
protons, neutrons and A hyperons, which serve as input for our calculations. The single
particle p and A rapidity distributions dN/dy from ARC are shown in Figures 2 and 3,
together with experimental data from AGS experiments E802.27'28 The agreement of ARC
results with data for baryon inclusive distributions is seen to be excellent.
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Figure 3: Rapidity distributions for A hyperons in Si+Si (left) and Si+Pb
(right) collisions at 14.6 GsV/A taken from Eiseman ei al.29. The ARC
results are seen to be in good agreement with the E810 data.
In this first set of calculations, we have used a particularly simple form of the coalescence model. Refinements will be reported on later.24 As an example, consider deuteron
production. Given an ARC event, we follow the progress of each neutron-proton (n,p)
pair until after their last interactions with other nucleons or mesons. We then stipulate
that a deuteron is formed if the relative two-body center of mass (cm.) momentum Ap
and the relative spatial separation Ar of the np pair satisfy the conditions
Ap<(Ap) max

Ar < (Ar) n

(11)

where Ar is computed at the time of closest approach. Eq. (11) corresponds to the condition that the np pair fits into the deuteron wave function, in both momentum and
coordinate space. In Eq. (11), we have essentially approximated the square of the wave
function in terms of a square well. This crude approximation will be improved upon. 24
Since the deuteron is a 3 Si np bound state, we supply a spin factor of 3/4, according
to the statistical weight of the spin triplet configuration for a pair of uncorrelated spins.
For a more general cluster of spin J and baryon number A, the spin factor30 becomes
(2J + 1)/2"A. We take care to avoid double counting. Heavier clusters are built up by
sequential coalescence. For instance, to obtain 3 He, we first coalesce a deuteron-like np
pair, and then look for another proton which satisfies Eq. (11), where Ap and Ar are
now the relative momentum and coordinate of the proton with respect to the cm. of the
deuteron.
In addition to d(J = 1), 3 He,3H ( J = 1/2), and 4He (J = 0) clusters, we also calculate
the rates for the production of the following strange clusters:
(AA) 6 (J =

6
AA He(J

= 0) (12)

10

Table 1: Parameters for Coalescence Calculations
Process

(Ap) raa x

P + J1-Mi, A + A -»(AA) 6
d + n-> 3 H,dte, d + A -- A *
3
3
H+p, He + n - 4 H e
4
He + A~» i^He
4TT
d+(
AA
4
He + (AA)& - A A H e

120 MeV/c
160
180
190
240
320

(Ar) m a x
2.4 fm
3.2
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6

The values of (Ap)ma]C and (Ar) m a x which we have used for the various coalescence processes axe collected in Table 1. Using these parameters, we obtain good agreement with the
available data on d, 3 He, 3 H and 4He production from experiments E814 and E886.31-32
The comparison with the preliminary E886 data 32 is shown in Fig. 4, and that with the
E802 deuteron data is displayed in Fig. 2.
For the ^ o AA bound state (AA)j, we assume the same (Ap) max and (Ar) max as for
the deuteron. As (AA)& becomes more deeply bound, the value of (Ap) max , and hence
the production rate, increases strongly. From Fig. 5, we see that (AA)j is produced fairly
copiously, with dN/dy approaching 0.1 at mid-rapidity for Au+Au collisions at the AGS.
Thus (AA)j, if it indeed exists, is more abundant than the p!
If other hyperon-hyperon bound states exist, for example the S~S~ or E~H'" states
predicted by Kopeliovich,9 their rates can be similarly obtained. For instance, we estimate
JV (£"£-)./JV(AA) 6 ~ 1/10

(13)

in heavy ion collisions at AGS energies.
Our results for light S = — 1 and - 2 hypernuclei are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The rates
for these objects are large enough to be measured, as we argue in the next section.
In Table 2, we list the number N = J dyd.N/dy of particles of each species produced
per event in central Si+Au and Au+Au collisions at AGS energies. Here 6p and 6n
represent the change in the initial proton and neutron numbers which occur during the
collision process. Since baxyon number is conserved, and BB production is relatively
rare, hyperons come into existence at the expense of nucleons, mostly neutrons. The final
observed neutron and proton numbers for Au+Au collisions are
Nn = Nn + Sn ~ 186 ,

Np = Np

•=il67

(14)

The coalescence probability for deuterons is then
n = : 4 x 10" 4

(15)

A consequence of the approximate equality of NP and Nn is a comparable amount of 3 He
and 3 H production in Au+Au collisions. For light projectiles, the 3 H/ 3 He ratio is closer
to the N/Z ratio in the initial state.
From Table 2, we see that the N values for clusters decrease rapidly as the baryon
number and strangeness increase. We can express this decrease in terms of a penalty
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Figure 4: ARC coalescence calculations (solid curves) of the invariant
cross sections for light non-strange dusters formed in Au+Au collisions at
11.7 GeV/c. The preliminary data of AGS experiment E886 are shown as
solid triangles (protons), open circles (deuterons), open squares (tritons),
solid triangles (3He) and stars (4He) [G. Diebold, private communication].
The E886 measurements are minimum bias, and correspond to a lab angle
of 5°. The ARC events were generated with a impact parameter 6 = 9 fm.

factor P for adding a nucleon to a duster or a factor A for changing a nucleon into a A.
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Figure 5: ARC coalescence predictions for the rapidity distribution dN/dy
of a hypothetical bound AA dibaryon state in Si+Au and Au+Au central
collisions at AGS energies. We have assumed the same parameters (Ap)max
and (Ar) max as for the deuteron, and used 6 = 2 fm.

As a rough estimate (e.g. for Au+Au), we take
N (3He) /2
P ss

-

—— ~ —

N(d)/Z

N (4He)

1

"20

or

^ ~ 0.08

(16)
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Figure 6: Rapidity distributions for the single hypernuclei ^H and ^He for
central Au+Au collisions at 11.7 GeV/c, calculated in the ARC coalescence
model, using b = 2 fin and the parameters of Table 1.

where we have divided out a factor (2J + 1 ) . For A, we have

or

~U.b

(17)
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Figure 7: ARC coalescence predictions for the production of the double
hypernuclei AjjH and y^He in Au+Au central collisions (6 = 2 fin).
Note that A is larger than the value N\/Nn w 0.1 that one might naivety guess. The
penalty factor XP for adding a A to a cluster is then
XP « (2 - 3) x 10- 2

(18)

Because of this rather severe penalty factor, we are clearly limited in the size of strange
clusters we can produce via coalescence with measurable rates. An interesting case is
_o. jHe, which we have argued is the lightest system containing a H which is stable against

15
Table 2: Number of particles N per central collision at AGS energies,
from ARC + coalescence model
Particle
A

£Sp
6n
d
3

H
He
4
He
3

(AA) 6

A*
AA*
AA He

AT(Si+Au)
5.3
1.6
3.9
-13.8
12.3
1.3
1.0
0.13
0.008
0.04
6 x 10"4
3 x 10"4
6 x 10~7

A T (Au+Au)
20.8
6.9
9.3
-49.9
12.4
0.4
0.4
0.015
0.08
0.15
5 x 10~4
4 x 10~3
4 x 10"6

strong decay. The ARC cascade does not yet contain H production, but an estimate based
on the RQMD33 code yields N(S°)/N(A) ~ 1/40. Hence we estimate
N

(E

ss

N(A)

XP • N (AJ?He) ~ (2 - 3) x 10 - 9

(19)

for Au+Au collisions. This is probably too small a rate to be detectable since _„ Jlle will
have a lifetime of order T\/3, too short to be observed by E864.

5. Experimental Aspects
Objects with long lifetimes T > 10 ns can be detected in a high sensitivity search such
as E864. The bound hypernuclear clusters considered here will decay weakly, with lifetimes
of the order of r ~ 0.1 ns. Thus one would have to design an experiment to look for specific
weak decay modes. A favorable case corresponds to final states containing only charged
particles. The branching ratios BR for decay into such modes will decrease rapidly with
increasing A. For a weakly bound (AA)j, we expect
)
r ((AA)6) ~ r A /2 ~ 0.13 ns

(20)

based on BR(A -* jwr~) ~ 2/3 for free space A decay. The experimental signature would
be two "vees", from which one could reconstruct the invariant mass of (AA)&. As (AA)j,
becomes more deeply bound, the quasi-free decay A —* Nn is turned off, and other modes
such as An, £~p, etc. must prevail. The weak decays of the SU(3) singlet H dibaryon
are discussed by Donoghue tt oi.34 As another example, consider fjfle. A favorable decay
would be
^ H | ( ) - | - 4 H e
(21)
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For AHe, the ratio of non-mesonic (AJV - • NN) to mesonic decay widths has been measured to be 35
Q~ = T^Af/r,- Oi 1.2
(22)
. For AAHe, we estimate a jimilar ratio Q~ ~ 1.5. Using r^o/F,- = 1/2, we find
r

^ r ' ° ' = 1 + 0-+ !>/!•„- 4

Or

<23)
o

4

(^)

"* ^

(24)

Using /V(AA>He) ~ 4 x 10"6 for Au+Au from Table 2, we find that a sensitivity of ~ 4 x 10~7
is required to detect AAHe. This appears feasible albeit difficult. Using similar arguments,
one can estimate that
BR Uo^He -» all charged) ~ 10"2
(25)
where we have summed over several charged modes, each with BR ~ 2 x 10~3. Combined
with Eq. (19), this implies that a sensitivity approaching 10~ n is required to detect _0 'He
through its all charged weak decays. This appears beyond reach for an object with r ~
0.1ns.
6. Final Remarks
The existing data on d, 3 He, 3H and 4He production at AGS energies are consistent
with a calculation based on the ARC cascade code, supplemented by a simple coalescence
prediction. Based on this success, we have obtained reasonable estimates of formation rates
for A and AA hyperfragments. We conclude that bound dibaryon states such as (AA)j for
(E~S~)fc should be produced at easily measurable rates in Au+Au collisions at the AGS.
Double hyperfragments such as AAH, AAH,AAHe and AAHe should also be observed.
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